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Glee Club, Band
To Present Yule
Program Dec. 8

Earl Heard, grand council president of Phi Psi, textile honor fraternity, announces
the appointment of John T. Wigington, textile engineering graduate from the School of
Textiles of Clemson College as executive secretary. Wigington finished in the class of
1923 and was elected to honorary membership in the fraternity in 1940. He is presently
located at Clemson as director of the Division of Technical Service of The American
Cotton Manufacturers Institute, Inc.

Major Roy M. Gramling, who
has been listed as missing in
action in the Korean conflict
since last November, is a prisoner of the Chinese Communist, according to word received in the
Commandant's Office from Mrs.
Gramling. She recently received
two letters from him, one written
in April, 1951, and the other in
September.
Major Gramling1 was commissioned second lieutenant in
the Army upon his graduation
from Clemson in 1940. He participated in the European Theater during the Second World
War and received the Purple
Heart for wounds acquired in
Germany. Later attached to
the 102 Infantry Division, Major Gramling participated in the
Battle of the Bulge and was
awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster
to the Purple Heart and the
Silver Star for gallantry.
After the war Major Gramling
remained overseas with the 71
Constabulary Squad, Army of Occupations, until 1947, when ■ he
was transferred to serve on the
military staff.
On October 11, Mrs. Gramling
received the Silver Star for' her
husband for conspicious gallantry
in action in Korea.

Baptist Choirs
Will Present
Christmas Cantata
The Clemson Baptist Church
will present a cantata of- Christmas music at the church Sunday
evening, December 16 at 8:00. The
music will be sung by the Junior
and Senior Choirs of the church.
The program will consist of
carols and anthems telling the
story of the Nativity of Christ.
The BSU will assist with the decoration of the church, tableaux,
depicting scenes of the Nativity,
and the candle lighting ceremony
which will be a part of the.service.
The Senior Choir with approximately thirty voices is under the direction of Mrs. M. C.
Allen. Mrs. K. R. Helton is
organist.' About ten cadets are
members of this group.
The Junior Choir consists of
some twenty voices and is under
the direction of Mrs. H. J. Webb.
The students and' faculty of the
college along with the public of
the community are cordially in-.
vited to attend.

Y Workers Banquet
Be Held Mon. Night
At Clemson House
The Semi-Annual «Y* Workers
and Contributors Banquet will
be held at the Clemson House
Monday night, Dec. 10. The
program will be mostly one of
entertainment and fellowship although short reports will be made
by some students selected for this
position and a brief inspirational
message will be given by Dr. S.
J. L. Crouch, pastor of the Clemson Presbyterian Church. In addition to having closef contact with
the Clemson College 'Y' for a
T iiumber of years and having attended the conference committees
at Blue Ridge, the Inter-state
Committee meetings at Kannap•lis near Charlotte, N. C, Dr.
■ Crouch served as YMCA Secre; jtary in the Far East and in New
UYork before entering the minisit try.

Upon his graduation from Clemson, Wigington was employed ^y
the Ware Shoals Manufacturing
Company. In 1924 he accepted
a position with the Lonsdale
Company, Seneca, as night superintendent. Three years later he
returned to Clemson as a cotton
technologist with the Cotton
Spinning Research Laboratory of
the United States Department of
Agriculture. In 1928 he became
research engineer with the Textile Bag Manufacturers Association in Chicago. One year later
he moved to Washington, D. C.
where he was appointed cotton
technologist with the Department
of Agriculture. In 1934 he served
a short while as superintendent
of Edna Mills, Reidsville, N. C.
Returning to Clemson with
the Department of Agriculture
in the fall of 1934, Wigington
spent six years in cotton fiber
and spinning research work.
In 1940 he was transferred to
College Station, Texas, and
placed in charge of the Cotton
Fiber and Spinning Research
Laboratories of
the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Since 1941 he has been associated with the Cotton Textile Institute, Inc., and the American
Cotton Manufacturers Institute,
Inc. with headquarters in the
School of Textiles, Clemson College.
John Wigington is a member of
the Arkwrights, Inc., the American Society for Testing Materials,
the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists, and
is.secretary of the Fiber Society.
He is a Methodist, a Mason, a
Rotarian, is a director of the
Clemson Alumni Corporation, and
is listed in the sixth and seventh
editions of Who's Who in Commerce and Industry.
Wigington is the author of
quite a number of technical
papers dealing with cotton fiber and spinning research work
and has been a frequent contributor of articles to professional journals and textile
trade papers.
There are nine active Phi Psi
chapters located in the following
schools: Alpha, Philadelphia Textile Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Beta, New Bedford Textile Institute, New Bedford, Mass; Gamma, Lowell Textile Institute,
Lowell, Mass.; Delta, Bradford
Durfee Technical Institute, Fall
River, Mass.; Eta, North Carolina State College, Raleigh, N. C;
Theta, Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.; Iota, Clemson College, Clemson College, S.
C; Kappa, Texas Technological
College, Lubbock, Texas; .Lambda, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama.
In addition to the active chapters there are 12 alumni chapters
located in the following cities:
Boston, Mass.; New York City, N.
Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Providence,
R. I.; Chicago, 111.; Fall River,,
Mass.; Greenville, S. C; Charlotte, N. C; Albany, N. Y. New
Bedford, Mass. Lanett, Alabama;
Atlanta, Ga.

The Clemson College Glee Club, the Clemson Concert
Band, and the Calhonu-Clemson High School Mixed Chorus
will present a musical program, "The Song of Christmas", in
the College Chapel on Tuesday, December 18, at 8:15 p.m.

• * * *
Bowl Tickets
Go On Sale
December 8
Student tickets for the 1952
Gator Bowl game between
Clemson and Miami will go on
sale Saturday afternoon, December 8, at 1 p. m. Ticket
Manager Walter Cox said today.
The sale wll continue December 8 until 6 p. m. .The ticket
manager's office will also be
open from 8 a. m. until 7 p. m.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, December 10, 11, and 12 for
the sale of student ducats.
Students will be allowed to
buy one ticket. Season date
ticket holders may purchase
two.
The price for each ticket
has been established at $6.25.

•

•

•

•

Student Group
Visit State
Penitentiary
Twenty-three Clemson students
of criminology and labor problems
visited the South Carolina State
Penitentary today as part of their
course of study. Professor Frank
Burtner accompained the class o<
its one-day trip.

Delegation Scheduled
To Present Program
At Winthrop, Dec. 9
A delegation of students are
scheduled to give a Vesper program at Winthrop on Sunday,
Dec. 9. Those who will be included in the group are Tom
Bryson of Mountville, Vice-President of the YMCA; John Stanley
of Conway, Recording Secretary
of the YMCA; Chester Wilson of
Bamberg, Chairman of the Recreation Committee; Mack Branham
of Columbia, Chairman of the
Forum Committee; Lee Bivins of
Atlanta, Chairman of the Vespers
Committee; Thornwell Dunlap of
Clinton, President of the Jr. 'Y'
Council; Lamar Neville of Newberry, Chairman^ of the Evening
Watch Committee; and Jim Sams,
Jr. of Clemson, pianist.
The group will be accompanied by P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.,
General Secretary of the YMCA.
In addition to the Vesper program Sunday night, there will
be special meetings planned to
discuss the work that is being
done by the Winthrop students,
and it is hoped that a representative group of counsellors can
meet with the Clemson students
and give a good bit of detail concerning the actual work that is
being done by these student leaders.
Also a joint meeting of the
cabinets is planned and some entertainment features are included
n the general schelude.

Student Counsellor
Will Be At Clemson
Methodist Church
"Miss Clemson," pretty Peggy Evatt from Anderson, takes her place of honor between Captain
Bob Patton (left) and Alternate Captain Dan Wade at last Monday night's big IPTAY banquet at
the Clemson House. The banquet was sponsored by the Anderson IPTAY chapter. Dode Phillips, former Erskine football star, was the speaker. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Miss Peggy Evatt Is Named
"Miss Clemson", Will Compete
For 'Gator Bowl Queen Title'
Marshall College
Head Discusses
College Athletics
Nothing is wrong with intercollegiate athletics which a release
from the pressure of winning at
any cost will not cure, declares
President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall College. Experience over
the years has demonstrated the
value of wholesome intercollegiate
athletics to the athlete and the
educational program, he adds.
The educator went on to say:
"It is not surprising to learn that
a few college athletes have been
affected by the lowered moral
tone of our nation. During the
past year we have learned to our
regret that a few college athletes
have become involved in gamefixing and cheating scandals."
Dr. Smith said that while he
does not condone the actions of
these athletes he believes that
they have been "the victims of
a vicious system." He continued,
"Intercollegiate sports are probably no sicker than many other
parts of American life. We are
caught in the post-war 'something for nothing; what's in it
for me?' philosophy.
"The first test facing us in colleges today is whether we have
sense enough to put honesty above
winning, whether we choose to
obey or to disobey the code of
morals and the ethics of the Man
of Galilee. There can be no compromise with honesty. Higher education without character is dangerous; intercollegiate athletics
without character is hopeless."

Baptists To Hold
Caroling Party
The Glee Club and Concert
Band will present a program of
Christmas Carols on the steps of
the College Chapel on Tuesday
night, December 11, at 6:30 p. m.
At this time a fourteen foot
Christmas tree and a replica of
Santa Claus and his reindeer will
be lighted.

Miss Peggy Evatt of Anderson
has been named "Miss Clemson"
and will represent the school, the
football team, and the basketball
team at? all activities during the
Gator Bowl holidays in Jacksonville.
Her selection, approved by a
student committee composed of
members of the two teams, the
Tiger and the Taps, came close on
the heels of the announcement
that Clemson would meet Miami
in the seventh annual Gator Bowl.
Peggy's election as "Miss Taps" to
be honored in the beauty section
of the yearbook had already taken
place.
Miss Clemson is a vivacious,
petite brunette. She is 5' 1" and
is a senior at Anderson High
School. At 17, Peggy has already
won a number of honors that testify of her recognized loveliness.
She was homecoming queen at her
alma mater last year.
As Miss Clemson, Peggy will
compete against representatives
from the University of Miami,
Florida, Florida State, and Georgia, all of whom will have athletic teams in action during the
gala Jacksonville festival, for
the title of Gator Bowl Queen
of 1952.
The winner will win a thousand
dollar diamond ring and other
gifts. The other girls will serve
as a court for the lucky queen.
Peggy's round of activities in
Jacksonville start on the morning
of December 29 at which time all
the representatives of the various
schools will be honored at an informal get together by. the Gator
Bowl Committee. That night at
the final round of the Gator Bowl
Invitational Basketball Tournament, the queen will be selected.
On Monday, New Year's eve,
the girls will ride on the floats
in a spectacular parade that will
honor the girl selected to reign
over the Gator Bowl activities.' '
On the day of the game, the
queen and her court will take
part in the halftime ceremonies
on the playing field. Other
parties and events not yet definitely arranged will take up
most of the girls' time during
their all-expenses paid five day
holiday.
,
Miss Clemson is no stranger to
Clemson. She has attended numerous dances here at the school,
and was a finalist in the contest,
to select the Freshman Queen
during the Rat Hop.
Peggy was honored by the Cadet
Corps on Monday when she reviewed the regiment during a retreat parade. Later that night
she was guest of honor at a banquet at the Clemson House sponsored by the Anderson IPTAY
Club.
Asked about her interest in
sports, Peggy revealed that she
had once starred in a football
game herself. She played center on one of the girls' teams
that played in Anderson's Powder Bowl" last fall in a charity
benefit.

By Their Words
"Do you want me to tell you
th« facts of life?"
Goldgar
"The book is wrong because I
know."
TB from North Carolina"
•
Carpenter
•Til tell you this much."
"Shoulders" Von Kaenel
"Would you do be a big favor?"
"Please" Swearinger
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Wigington Named Secretary
National Phi Psi Council

Maj. Gramling
Prisoner Of
Chinese Reds

The South's Most Interesting

Mr. Robert Lovett, professor of music here at Clemson, is outstanding as he appears in the midst
of feminine members of the chorus which presented selections from well known musicals by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammer stein II. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

She says that she plans to attend Converse College next fall
to take a musical course. Peggy
is a voice student and has appeared on several radio programs.

Engineers
Offered Jobs
In New York
New York State Is shopping for
several hundred engineers to assist in its huge program of Thruway and highway construction.
Students who are due to receive
degrees in engineering in June,
1952, are urged to take an examination on January 12 that may
open the door to an attractive
career in highway construction in
the Empire State. Applications
for entrance to the examination
for professional and technical assistant must be received by the
New York State Civil Service
Commission not later than December 10. The Civil Service
Commission is planning to conduct
the examinations for this entering
grade for engineers in the colleges
from which students will graduate in June. Applicants must be
citizens of the United States.
Following the processing of the
examination papers, successful
candidates may be notified as
.early as April, 1952. Appointments may be made, following
June graduation, in any of the
numerous Main Office units of the
New York State Department of
Public Works in Albany, which
specialize in specific phases of
highway planning, design, construction, and maintenance, or in
any of the ten district offices of
the department, which are located
at Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Buffalo, Rochester, Cornell, Watertown, Poughkeepsie, Binghamton,
and Babylon, Long Island.
Successful cadidates who pass
the .examination for professional
and technical assistant will be
eligible for permanent appointment as senior engineering aides,
at a starting salary of $3,237. Automatic annual increments in five
years increase this salary to $3,996. In view of the present need
to" expand the department's engineering organization, advancement to succeeding grades, including junior civil engineer, ranging
from $3,846 to $4,639, and .to assistant civil engineer, ranging
from $4,710 to $5,774, may be
made following one or two years
of service, respectively. Above the
grade of assistant civil engineer
advancement may be made to positions paying $11,000 or more,
depending upon the individual's
ability.
Information regarding the examination for Professional and
Technical Assistant and the necessary application blanks can be
obtained by students from the
New York State Department of
Civil Service, 39 Columbia Street,
Albany, New York. Applications
must be on file by December 10.

Professor Goodale
Speaks At Y Vespers
Professor B. E. Goodale was
speaker at the YMCA vesper
program on Sunday, December 2.
Approximately three hundred students attended. Mr. Goodale gave
advice on Christian living and the
need for more Christian students
to stand out and not be ashamed
of trying to live a Christian life.

Miss Ruth A. Smith, traveling
with the personnel department of
the Board of Missions of the Methodist Church, will be at the Clemson Methodist Church on December 12-13. Miss Smith is in
South Carolina for two weeks.
She has already been to Winthrop,
Wofford, Converse, Spartanburg
Junior College, Furman, the University of South Carolina, and
Columbia College. She will go
from Clemson to Lander College.
Miss Smith, a native of Western
North Carolina, taught for three
years at Vashti School, Thomasville, Georgia, one of the many
schools maintained by the Woman's Division of Christian Service of the Methodist Church.
A graduate of George Peabody
College for Teachers, she also attended Scarritt College and Garrett Bibical Institute. She was
commissioned a deaconess in the
Methodist Church in 1948.
Miss Smith has been active in
the Methodist Student Movement
and has visited youth conferences
and assemblies for several years.
She is qualified to counsel students who are interested in church
related vocations and is prepared
to answer questions about missionary service at home and
abroad.
Arrangements for an interview
with her may be made through
Hassell Simpson, the Rev. J.
Claude Evans, or Miss Sue Henry.

Dancing School
Will Sponsor
Reducing Class
The Eleanor Ward School of
Dance is opening a reducing class
for reducing in the modern way.
The classes will consist of exercises and dancing in moderation.
They are scheduled to be held on
Monday nights from 7:30 to 8:30
p. m.
Anyone ' interested in enrolling
in the school's "lose weight" class
should contact Mrs. C. C. Corley
at 6059 on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights between the hours
of 7:00 to 8:00 p. m., and on Saturday mornings between 9:00 and
12:00 a. m.

Winthrop Deputation
Presents Skit At
Methodist Church
A delegation of twenty-three
girls from the Winthrop Wesley
Foundation presented a skit entitled "The Little Prince" at the
Clemson Methodist Sunday School
Sunday, December 2.
Members of the Clemson Wesley
Foundation prepared a spaghetti
supper for the girls Saturday
night. After supper the girls and
their dates attended the ClemsonGeorgia basketball game.

The program, under the direction of Mr. Robert Lovett, director of music, will present the story
of the nativity.
The first half of the annual
concert will contain music dealing with the religious aspects of
Christmas. The remainder of the
program will consist of lighter
Christmas music.
There are thirty-six voices in
the Clemson Glee Club. The
High School Chorus has forty-six
voices, and the Concert Band contains forty-seven performers.
C. N. Wyatt is accompanist
for the Glee Club, and John
David Stanley accompanies the
High School Chorus.
, The Clemson School of Architecture is planning and designing
the staging and exterior decorations. The Service Division under Mr. David Watson is constructing the necessary decorations. Mr. Robert E. Ware, associate director of the concert, i:
acting as general co-ordinator.
Members of Mu Beta Psi, ational honorary music fraternity
will serve as ushers at the concert.

Ashmore Is Trade
Journal Business
Operations Head
William G. Ashmore, Clemsoi
graduate, recently moved t(
Greenville where he is distric
manager in charge of business operations of "Textile World," i
monthly textile trade publication
He is a former editor of The TIGER.
Following his graduation iron
Clemson in textile chemistry
Ashmore worked for a short tim<
with the Greenville News. H<
received a Neiman fellowship an*
was later named editor of "Textile World." He resigned his pO'
sition as editor to take his preseri
post.

Movies On Marriage
To Be Shown Here
Kappa Phi Kappa and lot:
Lambda Sigma, both nationa
honorary fraternities of the schoo
of education, are jointly sponsor
ing a series of movies on rear
riage, which will be open-to tin
public, on December II and De
cember 13. The series of movie!
all of which are produced by tb
McGraw - Hill Book Companj
will begin at 6:30 p. m. on Decem
ber 11 with the movies "Thi
Charming Couple" and "Marriag
Today."
Ihe series, which takes place ii
the lecture room of the nev
Chemistry Building, will end oi
December 13 with "Choosing fo
Happiness", "It Takes All Kinds'
and "Who's Boss?"

Henderson Is Named
Cadet Of The Week
Gene A. ,Henderson, electrica
engineering freshman of Green
wood, has been named Cadet o
the Week by the Commandant'
Office.
,
The statement from the Com
mandant's Office reads: "On No
vember 20, in all the tumult sur
rounding the attempt by man;
cadets to secure permits to leav
school early, Cadet Henderson
who had previously had a permi
approved to leave early, returne<
to this office and advised us tha
he had checked with his parents
who advised'him that they wen
not leaving as early as originall;
planned. He therefore adviset
that in view of this, he wanted t<
have his permit cancelled."
Henderson is on Company C-l
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Traffic Safety Pays
There were 1,200,000 people injured and 35,000 killed in
traffic accidents in 1950. As Christmas holidays draw near,
it seems timely to study the causes of accidents and to resolve that we will drive safely—and live!
Excessive speed contributed to 24 per cent of highway
fatalities. Drivers can reduce accidents 90 per cent by de-^
creasing travel time 10 per cent. Two drivers participated
in a road test on a 295-mile sretch of highway in Kansas.
The first driver reached a top speed of 65 miles per hour—
the second driver reached 50 miles per hour. First driver
averaged 46 miles per hour as compared to the second's 43.
The first driver covered the distance in 6 hours and 25 minutes—the second in 6 hours and 50 minutes. Only 25 minutes were saved by the first driver, and he passed twice as
many cars (each passing a potential accident), used 11 per
cent more gasoline, and 50 per cent more oil. Was it worth
the risk? While driving during the holidays we shouldn't
try to reach our destination with record-breaking speed.
Death is so permanent!
One-fifth of fatal accidents in 1950 involved a driver or
pedestrian who had been drinking. Driving is a full-time
job. "Don't drive unless you are fully capable of handling
your ton-and-a-half of potential destruction—your automobile!"
Five per cent of the vehicles in fatal accidents last year
year were reported to have one or more defects. Two per
cent had unsafe breaks. Before starting on a trip of any
length, a car should be thoroughly checked and defects corrected. Why ask for an accident?
We all know the fundamental laws of safe driving. Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company in suggesting slogans
for traffic safety gives good advice to drivers: Don't beat
the light. Amber means danger, too.—Death rides behind
glaring headlights.—A little chance makes a big crash. ' All
traffic signs mean caution. Caution pays near holidays.
Drivers under 25 years of age are involved in 28 per
cent of the nation's fatal traffic accidents. Accidents are
preventable. We must prevent them, drive sanely—and enjoy the holidays.

PEARL HARBOR

December 7, 1941
The memories of December 7 ten years
ago will never be forgotten. It was on that
day we felt the first impact of total war.

and faith that I would someday deliver
them. And so I did, with the help of Divine
Providence, to two of the 292.

I was riding from Abbeville with the late
Ben Robertson, Class of '23, who was later
killed in the crash of the Yankee Clipper at
Lisbon. It was a strangely bright afternoon, that December 7, 1941, and Ben was
driving. That left me free to look at the
green pines and the few old-gold-colored
leaves that were left on the trees, and the
strangejy quiet landscape along the highway
between Abbeville and Due West. I remember quoting Browning, and striking a
responsive chord—"A man's reach should
exceed his grasp, or what's a heaven for,"
which he later used in Red Hills and Cotton.

Before it was over, Clemson men were in
the German prison camp, Oflag 64, and in
other prison camps, and in foxholes — in
short, in practically every war-infested area
on the face of the globe.

Not accustomed to driving a great deal,
Ben was preoccupied with the pavement
straight ahead and the things he was thinking and saying, and he was a brilliant conversationalist.
But I was puzzled at the
strangeness of the afternoon sky and the omnious something that seemed to engulf everything—the cars we met and the pedestrians and their walk.
We reached Clemson before realizing what
had happened at Pearl Harbor. The lady
in Abbeville had hoped Beft knight see possibilities for a book in her memoirs, and we
had lingered until about five o'clock before
taking our leave.
I was later than we thought!

Correct Concert Conduct
Very seldom will Clemson students be able to see such
artists as those who appear at Clemson when they leave here.
For that reason the concert series should be supported by all
Country Gentlemen. However, that is not the purpose of
this editorial.
—jf the latest concert (last Tuesday night) was any indication ois4ne intelligence,.or conduct of Clemson cadets, as a
whole, then we are in bad shape—we are not the Country
Gentlemen we profess to be.
Although we number over 2500—all men (I hope)—we
should learn to control ourselves when we see members of
(the opposite sex. Many claim this to be the reason for the
outburst and catcalls, and it might well be. However, when
we attend such concerts we should attend to listen and learn.
Not to display our hidden, suppressed emotions.
Over a thousand persons from Clemson and neighboring towns were on hand to watch the embarrassing exhibitions. The worst thing about the incident was that the impressions taken away.'from the Field House by the civilian
concert-goers was on.6 of the corps as a whole; not just of the
few who work on the well-known principle, "If you can't be
cute, but different."
They certrinly were different, and unless the situation
is greatly improved, disciplinary action will likely be taken.

Subscribe to THE TIGER
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Back at Clemson Ben's father, the late Ben
Robertson, Sr., who never missed a news
broadcast, had heard the first report made
to the United States. It was Ben Robertson, Jr., who rushed back to our house and
told me of the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Reflecting upon my impressions on the
trip home and the pu-sding, almost unnatural appearance of everything, I suddenly
realized it was not my imagination, nor was
it anything supernatural.

The Clemson ring became a symbol' of
brotherhood, and among its wearers there
burned an intangible something quite real
that I choose to call the Clemson Spirit.
When Newsreel, for April 9, 1951, called
Clemson a" "tin"' college to distinguish the
Military College from the "brass" of West
Point, Annapolis, and the Coast Guard
Academy, it failed to record our record in
World War II: 6475 graduates and ex-Clemson men in the armed forces; 65% of them
commissioned officers; over 700 Majors or
above; 2 graduates and 1 ex-Clemson man
Generals.
And lest we forget, there are some 372 Gold
Stars on the Clemson Service Flag, to remind us that this liberty is NOT cheap simply because we are not yet having to die to
get it.
The wounded in mind and body returning
from the horrible realities of total war were
casualties too, but are setting an example
of fortitude and patience worthy of our respect, admiration and emulation.
As this is being written, we are not in a
total war. If on Friday we still have hopes
and possibilities for a cease fire in Korea,
we should pause during the day to give
thanks in our hearts for the sacrifices in
Korea which have made this day possible,
a day when we may see hope instead of fear
reflected in our faces.

Over 100,000 casualties have been recorded in this so-called "police action." And we
who attended the memorial service held in
the Field House recently will not soon forThe people along the road had already get the spiritual experience of the service.
heard. I had seen it in their faces!
We shall not soon forget that there were
those
seated down front to whom this occaTen years later we can understand. They
sion
meant
the complete and full realities
were looking somewhere for help, for force,.
of
any
war.
for men to lead our unprepared country into
total mobilization, into battle with the eneIt must be a source of genuine satisfaction
my. They were looking for leaders—look- to those who sat there and knew they had
ing to West Point, to Texas A. & M., to V. P. helped to make possible the donations of a
I., and other schools with military training recorded 360 pints of blood in one day. It
programs.
must still be a source of pride that the total
for six days at Clemson for the Asheville
They were looking to Clemson!
A chaplain who suddenly found himself Blood Bank is 1525 pints. For obvious reapassing deadly missiles on a U. S. ship at sons that reflect on no one, most of this
Pearl Harbor sounded the battlecry when blood came from members of the student
he exclaimed: "Praise the Lord and pass the body.
ammunition!"
Clemson men were among the first to answer the call. They were at Corregidor,
with Wainwright and MacArthur.
They
were on the infamous "Death March." They
were on the "Hell Ships" that left Manila
with 1600 aboard and arrived in Japan with
only 453 alive, 161 of whom died in a Japanese hospital, leaving only 292 survivors
of the original 1600.
I had two returned letters at that time,
Christmas letters to the men in the Phillipines
marked "address unknown." Letters I somehow could not destroy but kept in the hope

The quiet that reigned as the corps marched back to the mess hall for lunch and the
atmosphere of reverence that prevailed
throughout the memorial service were a
tribute to the corps.
It would be difficult to find a college without "college spirit". It would be impossible
for me to name another which has quite
what I call the Clemson Spirit. To me, the
past ten years have made the Clemson
Spirit a reality and a fine tradition. It is
still alive on the campus. To live up to it
requires the best that is in a Clemson man.
(Contributed by request)

CARNIVAL OR NOT
Gambling isn\ legal in this state, but if
one pays close attention at the many fairs
and carnivals, it'll be hard to believe. These
traveling concerns bring in all sorts of
"amusement" games and shows. Spinning
the wheel, picking the lucky color, or what
have you, they all get the money if you're
sucker enough to plank it down.
One of the favorites with these establishments is to have a cohort come up and win
a pot full of money and take off through
the crowd. Boy! _That attracts players
1 ke sugar does flies.
Last week I was in Anderson when I happened to see a lamp in a store window. The
price was only $79.00; (yes, seventy-nine
dollars.) Consequently, I wasn't too interested. Anyway, I had no more than stopped
when some lady began her sidewalk sales
talk. She covered the light-producer from
base to plug-in. Honestly, it was a steal.
(According to her).
Frankly, I barely had seventy-five cents
in my pocket. Furthermore, I was in a
small hurry. It would have been rude to
just shuffle away from this "chip chip" lady.
Finally, I remarked that it would be a noble thing if the establishment would sacri;
fice the lamp and donate it to some charitable organization for the needy persons'
Christmas. Before she could recover her
fallen, lower jaw, I scooted. At a safe.distance, I wondered just what the meaning
of that outside selling speel was. v
RUMOR OR NOT
A few people went to the Gator Bowl in
1948 when Clemson subdued Missouri. The
latest well-known-house rumors have it that
someone went through Jacksonville during
the summer and stayed at the hotel he visited during the New Year's season. According to the rumor, the rates were much cheaper for the second visit than when the football teams were in town.
Of course, the report's validity can not
be established. Here's hoping our friends
in Jacksonville who operate quartering
establishments haven't adapted a policy
to "take us."
GOOSE, GANDER OR LIES?
The old saying has it that what's good for
the goose is good for the gander.
Recently, the senior council issued a statement of policy concerning intoxicants, both

possession of and indulging in. It was stated that the various stipulations on the bill
would not be tolerated.
The same aforementioned house lets out
another rumor. It is presumed the council
brought a student before its members for
trial on charges of drunkenness and disorderly conduct. On the same night th_
scholar was reported by a council member, a second member of the council was
in an equally inebriated state.
Some days later the judiciary boys got
around to expelling the reported student.
The one member who is reported to
have brought disgrace upon himself and the
school as a result of his condition merely resigned from the council, and is still roaming the campus, enjoying his freedom.
Of course, the truth cannot be founded in
this rumor either, unless someone cares to
have himself placed in a precarious position.
If this rumor be. true, what do you think of
the senior council's activity?
A MARK OF CONDUCT
Quite often this column will make the remark that the student's conduct and mannerisms have won for them the synonmous term
of Country Gentlemen. That's saying a
large thing in a short way. It never occurred •to me that someone might doubt Ihe
statement.
A few weeks ago I had some visitors. As
it happened, the cadets were leaving school
for their Thanksgiving holidays. My
friend asked me if they (the cadets) ever
had any trouble with the bumming line.
I said no, it's just like any other plate,
the students come out and get at the end
of the line. My accomplice understood
that, what he was interested in was why
none of the "smart" boys tried to muscle
in by thumbing from a point ahead of the
rest.
To this I replied, very proudly,
too, "That's for the city slickers, Country
Gentlemen are above such."
Having as many aggregated in an-area as
small as this is bound to present a few individuals who will not fall in line with tradition and custom. Sometimes certain people
make an issue out of these happenings. Still,
when thousands of students act in a fair,
just manner, with no supervision, as Clemson students do at the well known spot in
front of the library, I can't see how anydne
could avoid praising them.

Students Remember Little
Things About Clemson Life
By Bill Denson
Certain sounds, sights, and happenings are
indelibly etched on the memories of Clemson
men. Many of these events have meaning
only to Clemson men or mean something
entirely different to "outsiders." For instance, the song "Happy Birthday" is merely a traditional song to most people, but to
Clemson men it means that someone is going
to get wet. Some of the things a Clemson
man remembers are:
The most typical and often heard sound in
the barracks: First sergeants bawling "Alllrightttt, let's gooooo, A company, let's go,"
before every formation ... the clanging of
the old bell atop the guajrd room ... the barracks bull sessions which always end up by
discussing the No. 1 topic at an all boys'
school.
The high pitched squeal followed by "AT
EASE" which begins every meal in the
mess hall ... the steady throb of the funeral drum the day before Big Thursday
.. . the way which Clemson men mark off
the days on their calendars before a vacation, but then get restless at home to
get back in harness again.
The big pile-up at the P. O. after supper.
A smile indicates a sugar report has been
received . . . The sound which makes sophomores happy and "rats" weak in the knees—
the "slap-slap-slap" of a "pep meeting" . . .
the big rush for the flag pole when the band
plays Tiger Rag.
The Wednesday noons which mark so
many Clemson holidays. No one ever studies the three days before the Big Day
the one time in the year when Mom and the
Girl-friend can see the room—the morning
of Mother's Day ... the sigh of relief by
the troops when the command "Pass in review" is finally given at parades and reviews.
The big crowd which always gathers
around the magazine rack at Martin's to
ogle the girlie books ... the shiny bald
heads of the newsboys the first week of
school ... the lines and the runarounds
which always go with registration day . ..
the crazy initiations which the fellows

•

manage to live through and all of tlk-t candy and cigarettes which the initiates have
to give away . . . the million little things
which the first sergeants harp on at long
roll every night.
The lightning quick manner the word gets
around when checks come in . . . that first
trip home for a newboy gets to make with
the big chances to show off the new uniform
. . . the million trips to Bodiford's which
every freshman makes ... having to stumble
outside to reveille half-asleep while it is
still, dark .. . the thousand cigarettes he has
bummed and had bummed from him... the
early morning scuffle and splash which
means that the rats have had their revenge
on some paddle-happy sophomore ... the 10
o'clock break? at the Juice Shop , , , the
weekly monotony for freshmen of hving to
clean up for Saturday morning inspection on
Friday afternoon ...
The crowds so dense at the dances that
dancing becomes almost impossible » • .
the regiment reduced to a few companies
of men on the weekend ... "throwing" for
the extra desserts in the mess hall . . .
hastily scanning the "Oscar" column of
the TIGER to make sure no one knows
about last Saturday night . • . the taps '
check every night.
The longer a boy says at Clemson, the
more he realizes that Clemson is more than
just a bunch of buildings or a group of boys
attending classes together. "In no time at
all, a freshman learns that Clemson spirit is
jnore than cheering at footbafi games or singing the alma mater.
The spirit of Clemson cannot be defined
in a few words or described in several.
sentences. It is the result of many little
things—little things which i\hen all added
up give the real picture of Clemson. Probably the biggest reason for the common
bond between all Clemson men is the fact
that all of them have experienced most of
the same sights and sounds which go to
make up what we call the Spirit of Clem*
son -the Clemson which no senior ever
forgets—.
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Gags From Other College Rags The Art Of Billiardology
By Rcmbert Stokes

Joke hunters, skip -to second
paragraph. Here's to Peggy Evatt,
likable little lovely who was
chosen Miss TAPS (Orchids to,
and all that tommy-rot) and will
represent Clemmen's at the big
game. Yes, sah, we gotta getta
the Gator Crown. (Thi- isn't
appropriate in this column, but
• it's a plug.) And speaking of
beautieSj when the "warm forms"
left alter the holidays last week,
Mason and Dixie would have
drawn the line at the gal« left
behind—less, you know what I
mean.
Motel . . . that's
spelled backwards.
,

"Let

om"

Confusion says:
Familiarity breeds attempt.
A girl who knows all the answers has been asked all the
questions.

Then there was the sleep talking wife who became peeved with
her husband and went home to
^ mutter.
Brown eyes are often the sign
of weak will, but black eyes are
a sign of a strong won't.
Jane: "Does your boy friend
"have ambitions?"
Jean: "Yes, ever since he's been
knee high."
,

I heard you love my daughter.
That's a lie, sir., 1 didn't make
a sound.

Overheard: "A fresh guy tried
Ed. "How did you puncture that
to pick me up on the street yes- tire?"
erday. Boy, what an apartCo-Ed. "Ran over a milk botment he's got."
tle."
Ed. "Didn't you see.it?"
A man caught in a snowdrift
Co-Ed. "Naw, the'kid. had it
looked up and saw a St. Berna:i under his coat."
coming toward him, with the usual keg of whiskey under his
Sid: Ah win:;.
chin. "Well," exclaimed the
Jim: What you got?
man, "here .comes man's best
Sid: Three aces.
friend—and look at the big dog,
Jim: No you don't. Ah wins.
too."'
Sid: What you got?
Jim: Two eights and a razor.
THINGS WE LIKE TO HEAR
GIRLS SAY (but never do)
Sid: You sho' do. How come
1. "Sure I do."
you so lucky?
2. "No, Bob, it doesn't make
any difference when we gat Famous last words:
home."
"Well, prof, if you want my
3. "Let's go Dutch."
frank opinion . . ."
4. "My, but I'm cold, Jim."
"Sure I love you honey.
It's
5. "Why brother? There's no one just that . . ."
home here."
"There I was, flat on my back
65 "1 get high as hell on one
when . . ."
beer.'
"Wanna know a real snap
7. "Bob, you don't think this course?"
bathing suit's too tight, do
you?"
A drunk at a bar signeled the
8. "Aunt Jenny just left me two bartender and asked what was
million dollars."
crawling up the wall.
9. "But, Bob, I know Mother
"That's a lady-bug."
won't mind you staying an"Damn good eyesight you got
other month or two."
there."
,
10. "Chaperone, what
chapeCo-Ed: Jid my father order
rone"
some coal this morning?
11. "We can move in with the
Coal Man: This load of coal is
family, Bob."
for Mr. Zell.
12. "Do you know the score?"
Co-Ed: That's fine. I'm Gladys
13. "No, I'm not.'
Zell.
A
14. "Yes.
Coal Man: So am I.

Harvard School Will
Make Financial Aid
Awards In Contest
Dean Donald K. David, announcing the fourth annual nationwide competition for Regional
Financial Aid Awards of the Harvard Business School, states that
132 awards will be made this
that the ■, concert on Tuesday
—OSCAR SAYS—
year, 110 will be made in the
that the two Bubbas (Lunn and
eight regions of the United States, night was one of the best he (OsAlexander) are looking more like
and 22 will be reserved for out- car) has seen since he has been
each other every day. Maybe it's
here.
Let's
have
more
of
the
standing students from foreign
because they take exercise in their
same.
countries.
room every night to see who can
—OSCAR SAYS—
Admission to the Harvard
that he (Oscar) wants to thank life their "ole lady" the highest.
school—which has been offering the girls at Winthrop, one in par—OSCAR SAYS—
graduate training for business ad- ticular, for a fine weekend.
that "Warthead" made an ass of
ministration for more than 40
himself at the Tavern as usual.
—OSCAR SAYS —
years—is open to any man who
that Tom Worth is coming up He (Oscar) was surprised he
shows promise of developing in the world now that he is dating didn't ask Miss Ellen to dance (?).
—OSCAR SAYS-business leadership. A large per- Tap beauties.
that he (Oscar) wishes Bailey
—OSCAR SAYS —
r centage > of successful graduates
that the troops'' are getting a would find just one girl at the
of the .school have come from
- general liberal arts courses in col- good deal on the Gator Bowl "Zoo" that he knew. He (Oscar)
wonders where he gets all his
lege. Others have come from the tickets.
—OSCAR SAYS—
names and addresses from.
' morespecialized preparation of un—OSCAR SAYS—
that an extra day of Christ. dergradu'ate study of business and
that "Whiskey Breath" Hughley
economics or engineering. No mas holidays would prevent all is still around school. He (Oscar)
specific course of college studies the troops from being on the hears he is going steady again.
highways at one time and might
is required.
And he has had all of three dates
Thus, neither financial nor lessen the accidents that are with her.
bound to happen.
,
^ academic restrictions are permit—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAVS—
that Tommy Earle still is peeved
ted to deny admission to men of
that "Red on the Head" Burley
promise.
seems to be back in Mary Ann's because he didn't get "Cadet of
Awards under the Regional good graces again after last Sat- the Week." After all, he is the
President of the Rifle Team.
Financial Aid Program for 1952- urday night.
—OSCAR SAYS—
53 provide a maximum of $2,600
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) has not seen
that from the actual number of
for a married student and $2,000
for a single student, the amount boys who have been meeting his Gioiosa dating Rita as of late.
being adjusted to individual need. lecture, Capt. Brown is going to Maybe it's because those big, bad,
boys have been teasing him. How
Similar aid will be available for get an inferiority complex.
about it Tom?
—OSCAR SAYS—
, the second year of study to those
—OSCAR SAYS—
that the "Creep" had. better
whose Work has been satisfactory. .change his ways or it won't be
"Snooky" Bowman has been
This assistance is given to stu- too much longer before he will known to use "Mucks Method"
dents who meet the usual require- be out of here on his ear.
with Ann. When they squeel
ments for admission to the School
they're real, Right Snooky?
—OSCAR SAYS—
and who demonstrate financial
that Rats James and Parrish
need and ability to profit from must soon realize that they can't
the two-year business program. go on on their brother's reputaTHE HOUSE
Applicants are judged on their tions and get along with the
. intellectual capacity, character, troops.
OF
—OSCAR SAYS—
"' maturity, and ability to work with
that Oscar's identity will be unBLUE LIGHTS
' other people. Undergraduate study
in business or economics is not vieled on the 17th of January.
Now Private Club
r-OSOJt SAYS—
considered important.
that Louie (the Colonel) had
Membership $2.00 Per Year
iA accordance with the School's better start putting his underwear —Dance
Friday and Saturday
" ■- belief that every student receiving in the dirty clothes pile. He (Osnights with best colored orches• aid should accept also a financial car) is surprised at the way he
tra, in land. Clemson students
.responsibility, $1,500 of the total hangs them overnight on his door.
specially invited.
two-year award will be borrowed
—OSCAR SAYS—
Below Fairgrounds
that Liffhtsey just thinks Oscar
"' from the Student Loan Fund. The
if remainder will be in the form of doesn't know about that house
ANDERSON, S. C.
. an advance-inlaid, which the stu- party!
', dent has no legal ogligation to repay but he would assume a moral
, Why Go Out of Town to Trade?
commitment to return the assistance when he is financially
able to do so.
A candidate may apply either Black Gloves
Tiger Cuff Links
from the region in which he is atSuede Belts
Cashmere Sweaters
tending college or where he rePlaid Vest
Cavalier Ties
, sides. The deadline for applications to the Committee on Student
Complete Line of Formal Wear for Rent.
Financial Aid at the Harvard
• Business School is May 1, 1952.
Requests for further information and for application blanks CLEMSON
SENECA
should be addressed to the Director of Student Financial Aid, Harvard Business School, Boston 63,
MEMS
SHOP
Massachusetts.

ABBOTT'S has it if it's made

-ABBOtfS

FILMS DEVELOPED
NEW Handy Way to
Protect, Keep Your Prints
Your roll film developed and enlarged to
HOBBY size. (About postcard size.) Returned to you in colorful plastic bound
album.
Reprint* (extra prints) each 5c

e EACH PRINT DATED ON BACK
• VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN
• GET BETTER PRINTS FOR LESS

8 EXP.
ROLL 40c
12 EXP.
ROLL 60c

16

EXP!

ROLL 80c

JACK RABBIT CO.
SPARTANBURG, S.C.

As Taught By The Masters Letters To

Tom Clemson

By Rock Norman
and Buddy McLean

cloth and escape the consequences; he has learned to hurl chalk
at his friends inobstrusively; in
(Editor's note: Any resemb- short, he has learned some of the
lance between the events in this finer points of the game.
feature and actual happenings ^ Next in the line of succession to
is purely coincidental).
the epitome of success in the
pocket billiards' world cames the
The magical click of the pool
balls hitting headlong on a sur- obnoxious creature known as the
"know-it-all". This unnecessary
face of kelly green . . . what an
enticing sound! Who hasn't sue-! evil is the fly in the ointment of
cumbed to the urge to play or to the billiards emporium. Laughing
uproariously at others' mistakes,
engage in, the popular game of
criticizing constantly, and, in
pocket billiards. Beware, dear general, bragging of his own supereader, this can happen to you.
rior ability ad infinitum, this creaBefore taking up pocket bil- ture has at the same time a feelliards and its place in the students' ing of being persecuted. Should
extracurricula activity we pub- another player be about to shoot a
lish here a few facts for the en- particularly hard shot, this man
lightenment of the neophyte.
will take the opportunity to tap
The viewers are divided into him forceably in the rib, eye, or
two general classes, head-movers ear. The paranoid convinces himand the body-movers. The first self that his cue was struck by
group sits silently and nearly mo- the other's body and he throws
tionless; approves or disapproves both a mournful look and a
of a play with a slight vertical or lengthy tirade at the culprit. These
horizontal movement from the cute little idiosyncrasies could
neck upward. The second group, go on ad nauseam, but our better
inclined to be tourists for the taste protects you readers from
most part, is not so lethargic. this fate.
These passive participants, whethTo make un for the preceding
erstanding or sitting, seem to the I lowly forms of human animal, we
casual passersby to have some present the utmost of pooldom, the
combination of the St. Vitus- acme of success, the hero to evDance and the dreaded Itch of Af- eryone, and the pride of the proghanistan. A nervous twitch of pvietor—the established artiste.
the entire body and a grotesque This bit of infallibility has the
collection of everchanging facial rare combination of outstanding
contortions characterize this group. ability, a . good knowledge of
To the experienced observer, how- psychology, the knack of showever, these movements emanate manship, and an excellent knownot from diseases of the body, but ledge of gamesmanship. These
from an insatiable desire of the first three attributes are more or
affected person to control the less self-explanatory, but, to some
shots for better or for worse.
neople, the term "gamesmanship"
It isireadily seen that of the two does not ring a bell. This term
broad classes of observers the lat- refers to the art of winning games
ter is' by far the more active and without actually cheating. The
in most cases the less experienced artiste knows when to cough,
viewer. In general, in the classi- when to blow his nose, and, of
fication of the viewer of pocket esnecial iirraortance, when to acbilliards, we find that that move- cidentally drop his cue to the
ment of the person varies inversly floor. In gamesmanship, there are
with the number of the games two important things to remember
watched.
—proper timing and the tearing
THIS IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT down of the opponent's confidence.
After having viewed the game, When the poor victim of the aronce or twice, the onlooker feels tiste has a shot that couldn't be
that he knows the game well missed by his dead great-grandenough to indulge and splurge a mother, the artiste manages to
thin dime. At this point he is a plant the seed of doubt in his
beginner and shows his knack of mind; his confidence is gone, his
tearing the cloth and of grinding mind is fluttered, and he misses
chalk under his heel. The beginner, enrolled in Pock. Bill. 103 the shot. It is readily seen that
(Lab), is the nemesis of the pro- there is more to pocket billiards
prietor—but don't criticize this than meets the eye.
lowly animal, readers, you've got
Through a careful study of this
to start somewhere. After finding intriguing pastime, s£ a viewer
out for himself the workings of
the game, the artist-to-be feels a and participant in all stages of
new surge of pov.-er, a sense of be- each category, the observant stulonging (thank you Psychology dent will find that he can learn
301) and he becomes .. .
much in this all-important phase
The Amateur. This is indeed of the extracurricular program.
a higher primate (Poolatus NoviStick around, fans—next week
tatus). In this stage thi player
knows just a little more than the we enlighten you upon KIBITZbeginner. He has learned to rip ERS.'

Bill fir Hat-tie's Drive-ln Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
—Open 24 Hours—

SANDWICHES

Dear Tom,
We don't profess to be faultless
avid long-hair music lovers, but
some things offend even elderly
students with calloused hearts.
Even in a light concert a certain
amount of misconduct can be tolerated, but this was not the case
Tuesday night. The point of maximum toleration was reached, in
our opinion, about five minutes to
eight. After that the cadets, particularly those in the lower two
classes, proceeded to convince
visiting concertgoers, and later on
the' artists, that they are truly
"straight from the hills." The
order of 'the day seemed to call
for premature, abortive applause
and waves of yoo-hoos before the
program started. As the night
progressed whistles and catcalls
took the forefront. One particular
freshman displayed his gymnastic
prowess at intermission as he
scaled and perched on the movable platform in the fjeld house.
If the unfavorable impression
applied only to those concerned,
Tom, it would be all right perhaps, but this is not the case. People tend to associate the whole
group by their observations of the
more vituperious members. We
have a suggestion for future concerts.
1. Have responsible seniors, the
ushers, or faculty members take
names of students and turn them
in for ungentlemanlike conduct.
2. For second offense the student's privilege should be curtailed and he should be put on a two
hour temporary room arrest so
others can enjoy the concerts.
Sincerely,
i
A. W. Norman, Jr.
•
J. N. McLean
D. F. Boswell
Toogie Foster

Acting News Ed.
Robert F. Mixon, arts and
sciences sophomore of Clemson,
has been named acting news editor of THE TIGER. This is his
second year on the staff. He has
served as both news and sports
writer.

For All Your
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
Shop

GENE
ANDERSON'S
"Your
Merry
Christmas
Store"
212-214 S. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
—Engineers—

GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

The Home of
Brand New Merchandise
ARROW SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
INTERWOVEN SOX - MICHAELS-STERN SUITS
JANTZEN SWEATERS

DAVENPORT'S
Clemson men are always

STEWART - MERITT CO.

welcome at one of the

201 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

*

South's finest university
shops.
Come in to shop or
just to look around.

EXTRA SPECIAL AT HOKE SLOAN

DAVENPORT'S

$2.95 per pair

GET A PAIR WHILE THEY LAST

Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration
to three questions of interest to
former servicemen:
Q. I finished school under the
GI Bill just before the Korean
campaign and when things .broke
out over there I reenlisted. I was
just discharged, with a serviceconnected disability. Am I eligible for Public Law 15 vocational
training, even though I trained
before under the GI Bill?
A. Yes. The fact that you had
GI Bill training will not bar you
from vocational training under
Public Law 16, as amended, provided you meet these conditions:
the service - connected disability
must have been incurred after
June 27, 1950; you must have an
other-than-dishonorable discharge
and you must need the training
to overcome the handicap of your
disability.
Q. I am a Korean veteran,
and I just signed up for a $10,000 insurance term policy—the
new type that's available to Korean veterans. Will I get dividends from this policy??
A. No. Under the law, dividends are not payable on the
new types of insurance for Korean veterans. Your premium
rates, however, generally will be
lower than for National Service
Life Insurance for World War
n veterans, a type of insurance
that does pay dividends.
Q. I am attending college under
the GI Bill and the cut-off date
applies to me. Could I drop out

under the GI Bill and pay my
own way the rest of this semester,
and then resume under the Gt Bill
next year, when I will be taking
more expensive courses?
A. No. Such a procedure is njt
permitted. Under the law, you
are expected to remain in continuous training after the cut-off date,\
except for reasons beyond your
control. If you drop out under
any other conditions, you may not
resume training later under the
GI Bill.

Mixon Is Named

2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Black Dress Gloves

Veterans Corner

%

207 N. Main Street

&

GREENVILLE

-§

"A thing of beaut/
is a joy forever../'

WHEN IN ANDEESON
STOP. iT

DO-NUT
Dl NETTE

all dressed up and

North Main Street

someplace to go

Owned and operated by Larry
Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

Onen Until 2 A. M.

Schedule of Pictures

At the Clemson 'Y'
'On the Campus'
Dec. 6—"THE GREAT CARUSO", starring Mario Lanza,
Ann Blyth.
Dec. 7-8—"THE PROWLER,"
with Evelyn Keyes, Van Heflin. A first-run United Artists picture. Also "PASSAGE WEST" with John
Payne, Arlene Whelan.
A picture will he run Saturday morning for 5c in order
that all students who have a
limited budget may have an
opportunity to see a special
picture.
Dec. 10-11—"THE SECRET OF
CONVICT LAKE" with Ethel
Barrymore, Glenn Ford.
Dec. 10, 11, 13 — A first-run
Metro picture, "BANNER
LADY" with Sally Forrest,
Lionel Barrymore.
Dec. 12-13—'STRANGERS ON
A TRAIN,' with Farley
Granger, Ruth Roman. Also
"TULSA".

Arrow Formal Shirts
You really breathe easy in Arrow
formal shirts . . . they're designed
for extra comfort. Standouts for .
style, too. Be sure to see these two
favorite "tux" shirts at your Arrow
dealer's in time for holiday parties.
. Arrow "Shoreham" $6.50
(left, above)
Arrow-Kirk" $6.50
(right, above)

but Cigars are
a Mark Smo

ARRO W SHIRTS & TIES

You need not inhale to enjoy a cigar!

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

CIGAR INSTITUTE OF AMBHK3A, WO.
*£d
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Tigers Beat Georgia; Play Enka Saturday Night
Tiger Basketball Squad Meets Enka
Mill Quintet Saturday In Asheville

Robinson Sparks Bengals To
Win Over Bulldogs; Scores 19
Clemson's 1951-52 basketball
squad opened their season last
Saturday by topping the Georgia
Bulldogs by the score of 57-47.
The stubborn Georgia team led
the Tigers the first quarter but
the determined Bengal squad
bounced back midway the second
quarter and took over the lead.
The Bulldogs were unable to overtake the Clemson squad during
the remainder of the game.
Marvin Robinson was the big
gun for the Clemson lads as he
netted a total of 19 points. The
big forward shot seven field goals
and took advantage of his foul
shots as he scored five points on
the free throws. John Snee was
second in Clemson's scoring as he
hit the basket! for 10, markers.
Center, Ron Richardson followed
a close third scoring 9 points.
for the Georgia team, Dykes,
Umbricht, and Shain led the scoring threat as they collected 33
ponits between them. Dykes was
high man With 12, Umbricht followed with 11, and Shain hit for
10$
Spn ;.JRichardson stood out defensively for the Tigers as he praci tically monopolized both backboards as far as rebounds were
concerned. Barry Ryan, a fresh:
man on this year's team, also
stood out defensively.
Dykes and Shain were the defensive stand-outs for the Bulldog squad.
I At half time the Clemson led
by the slim margin of 25-23.
teams is as follows:
» Clemson:
Pos. Player
F.G. f .T. T.P.
5
.... 7
19
F—Robinson
0
9
.... 0
£F—Hicks
0
6
—.3
|*F—Ryan
?
0
4
F—McCollough _ 2
1
3
C—McGraw .. __ 1
1
9
. C—Richardsftn
_ 4
2
4
.... 1
G—Moorer
2
10
__ 4
G—Snee
0
2
G—Wells __ .. _.. 1
Georgia:
Pos. Player
FG. F.T. T.P.
F—Dykes
— 5
2
12
F—Marshall — — 1
1
3
F—Carson
_ 0
1
1
C—Umbricht .... _.. 3
5 11
G—Shain
— 4
2
10
G—Hall
_2
2 * «
G—McGee
_. 2
0
4
Free Thrcws Missed:
Clemson—Robinson 4, Ryan 1,
Richardson 2, Moorer 3.
Georgia—Dykes 4, Umbricht 5,
Hall 2.

The Clemson Tiger basketball
squad will travel to Asheville
Saturday night to m|et the Enka
Mill basketball team in a scheduled gamt with Epka.
This g$me is not on the Tigers'
regular schedule but since the
Clemson team hfld an open weekend they scheduled a game with
the strong textile team in order
to get in another game before
meeting P. C. the following week.
This gam* Will be the Bengals
third game of the season.
They topped Georgia in their
first meeting at the season last
Saturday nijjhtt by the score of
57-47. They played the Bulldogs
in Athens last night.
In the Tiger's initial game of
the season with Georgia, they

Crouch, Softball
Star, Picked On
All-American Nine
By Bill Burnett
Ik

There's a celebrity on the campus and most of the people don't
know him. This past summer he
played for Clearwater, world's
Softball champions. Previously
he had played four seasons with
Sft. Petersburg's Softball team,
leading the league for two years
as the best defensive shortstop
and one year winning the batting
crown. This year he made AllAmerica and played in a, tournament against Midland, Michigan.
The' amazing thing about the
tournament was that he played all
six of the games with a broken
hand and led his teammates in
batting with a .417 average. He
was voted one of the outstanding
players of the tournament by the
sportswriters and coaches present.
He also received the honor of being the best defensive shortstop at Clearwater and in the
tournament." He is Roby Crouch
of St. Petersburg, Florida.
While playing for Clearwater,
he also caught as well as played
his regular shortstop position. He
said that one of his greatest experiences was catching for the
most valuable pitcher in softball
last year. Another was when he
played against his old teammates,
it. Petersburg, and got five hits
for five times at bat. Two were
for home runs.
This summer he is expected
to play with the Zollner Pistons of Fort Wayne, Indiana,
who are in the league with the
Caterpillar Diesels and the Phillips Oilers. This is the fastest
softball league ift the world.
Incidentally most of the Olympic representatives come from
this league.
He will be around for two more
years to play baseball for Clemson, and is expected to help the
team a great deal. Although he
made AU-American in softball,
he said that he liked baseball better and that it is his favorite
sport.
Roby was born in Sharon,
Pennsylvania, August 19, 1930.
He and his family moved to St.
Petersburg early in his life, and
he attended high school there. He
received three letters in baseball
and two in basketball while in
high school, and played in district playoffs several times. His
senior year, he led his team in
batting and fielding playing shortstop and! second base.
He came to Clemson in 1949
and played second base for the
Cub team and obtained a high
batting average of .667 in
eleven games. Last year for
the varsity, he was moved to
first base where he showed excellent ability at this new position. He batted a high .322
last season and was one of the
leaders on the Tiger team in the
Southern Conference playoffs.
Duke edged Clemson in the
final game for the championship.
Roby is a junior majoring in
arts and sciences and has a high
B average in his studies. In the
military department, he is a D. M.
S., one of the highest honors
given to a cadet at Clemson.

Hair And Smith Picked As All-Southern
1940Cotton Bowl Helped
Put Tigers In Spotlight

Sorrells Refrigeration tr Electric
Company

MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

OUR SPECIAL FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER AND
SEPTEMBER—PANCO SOLES $1.65
Neolite, Rubber, Leather Full Soles
Polish of AH Kinds
Neolite and Leather Heels
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

BILLY HAIR

GLENN SMITH

By Bobby Mixon
Clemson's Tigers seem to have
made a habit out of receiving
New Year's Day bowl invitations.
They have been invited to participate in post-season classics in
three out of the last four years
and in four over a period of
eleven years. However^ none
could have been as exciting and
colorful as the first, the 1940
thriller with Boston College in
the Cotton Bowl at Dallas, Texas.
Even the events leading up to the
signing of Clemson for the New
Year's Day tilt are unmatched in
respect to their unique nature and
atmosphere of suspense. On December 2, 1939, Clemson, which
had gone undefeated in Southern
Conference competition for the
The Army ROTC Rifle Team
three
previous seasons, was high
fired their first shoulder-toon the list of prospects for the
shoulder match against North
1940 Orange Bowl game at MiGeorgia College last week and
ami.
Listed as a possible op. won an easy victory.. Jim Calponent was Missouri, which boostlaham of Atlanta, Georgia was
ed the famous Paul Christman
high man for Clemson with a
and his deadly passing arm.
score of 364.
Civic leaders in Greenville,
This week the Army ROTC
South Carolina had met in order
'Team chalked up their highest
to write a letter to Orange Bowl
score for the season with a total
officials, urging them to select
score of 1850. Tommie Earle
the Carolina Tigers. In case this
posted a score of 373 to gain high
letter failed they planned to or^
man honors for the week.
ganize a Textile Bowl at Sirriner
The Team lost a close match to
Stadium in Greenville and to'
the University of Georgia by
choose Clemson as the host team.
sixteen points recently.
On December 8 Boston College
A freshman and newcomer to
accepted a bid to meet an unthe team, Tommy Watson of Easnamed opponent in the Cotton
ley, has been showing up remarkBowl. They seemed to express a
ably well, turning in a better perdesire to play Duquesne, another
formance than many of the vetEastern power. But late on the
eran musketmen.
afternoon of the same day, Clemson accepted the invitation to opINDIVIDUAL STATISTICS OF THE
pose the New Englanders in the
TIGER BACKFIELD »*
Cotton Bowl. Head Coach Jess
Here are the final statistics of the Tig backs which Neely was in Roanoke, Virginia at
missed publication last week. Billy Hair copped honors in the time, attending a coaches'
convention. He immediately put
total yards with 1579.
the question up before the SouthRushing
Passing
Totals
ern Conference, whose approval
PLAYER
Plays Net Att. Com. Gain Play Gain had to be obtained. He then
1
10
81
451 wired the coaching staff at Clem80
441
1
George
in order to excuse the several
0
95
526 son
526
0
0
95
Gressette
football players who also played
158
Hair
663 144 61 916 302 1579 basketball.
The team voted unanimously
54
-5
4
0
0
0
-5
.Hopkins
play in the Cotton Bowl and
0
1
-6
G
-6 to
Kempson
1
0
Captain Joe Payne expressed
9
9
-19
0
0
-19 the feeling of the entire team
1
Kennedy
when he shouted, "That's where
17
119
39
124
22
5
5
Parades
wanted to go in the first
104
104
1
0
0
431431 we
. Shirley
place."
1
0
1
5
0
0
5
Wells
Thus the 50,000 capacity stodium, which had gained nationwide
Totals
443 2041 164 67 1045 627 3086 publicity as the third most important bowl, obtained for its
New Year's Day game two teams
which represented the top powers
in their respective regions. Boston College, under the adept tutelage of Frank Leahy, had won nine
Frigidaire Appliances
Motorola Radios
of its ten games and was conPHONE 741
SENECA, S. C. sidered, along with Duquesne, to
be one of the strongest teams in
the East. Clemson had won eight
of its nine games, losing only a
close 7-6 decision to Tulane, which
finished the season with a Sugar
Located One Block Below Bank Building
Bowl bid and a rating as fifth
SHOE SERVICE
HARDWARE SALES
in the nation. Clemson had been
KEYS MADE

Rifle Team Defeats
North Georgia;
Loses To Bulldoqs

William and Mary. Center—Ted
Filer, William and Mary. BacksBilly Hair, Clemson, Gil Bocettl,
Washington and Lee, Steve Wadiak, South Carolina, and Ed Mod*
zelewski, Maryland.
Defensive Team
Ends—James Gibson, Duke, and
George Norris, North Carolina.
Tackles—Elmer Costa, North Carolina State, and Dick Modzelewski, Maryland. Guards—Robert
Ward, Maryland, and Joseph Dudeck, North Caroluia. Linebackers—Dave Cianelli, Maryland, and
Harry J$bbusch, South Carolina.
Halfbacks — Joseph Petrtizzo,
Maryland, and Robert Bickel,
Duke. Safety—Dickie Davis, Wake
Forest.
^-.

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFTS AT

GREENLEAF
GIFT SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

frequently referred to as the most
dangerous, the most colorful, and
the most spectacular team in the
country in lightning scoring
methods. An additional bit of
flattery to the 1939 Tigers was
found in the fact that Rose Bowl
officials in Pasadena, California,
had phoned athletic authorities
at Clemson requesting statistical
information on the Tigers.
On December 9 the Southern
Conference granted permission for
its co-champion Tigers to take
part in the fracas in Dallas. A
movement was then started by
Clemson/supporters to procure a
special train to transport them to
the Texas metropolis. Clemson
students wrote railway officials,
asking, "Please just hook four
extra cars on a freight train
leaving here December 30 and
we'll pitch in and buy the straw."
Many fans wanted to travel to
Dallas by automobile and plans
were being considerd which would
have the motorcade of 500 or
more vehicles escorted from Anderson to Dallas by highway patrolmen.
Cold weather at Tigertown did
not bother the football team as
it returned to practice in preparation for the great game. The
Tigers regained their mid-season
form as three of their stalwarts,
Banks McFadden, Shad Bryant,
and Walter Cox, withdrew their
acceptance to participate in the
annual Blue-Gray Game in order
to take part in a Yankee-Rebel
tussle of their own. The Civil
War analogy was the them played
up in most of the big New York
(Continued on Page 6)

By Ken Allaart
Billy Hair, Clemson's triplethreat back, was named to represent the Tigers in the Associated Press All-Southern Conference offensive team. Hair was
picked for his brilliant play in
the games this past season. As
far as fine passing, hard running,
and pinpoint punting was concerned, Billy was one of the best.
When the sports writers AllSouthern team came out, Glenn
Smith was named on the first
string offensive team. As a passsnaging end Smith walked off
with all the honors as he caught
the most passes of anyone in the
Southern Conference. This,
coupled with his fine broken field
running and also good deception,
won for him a place in the Southern Conference annals.
The United Press came out
with their all-star team last
week and both Hair and Smith
were named to this one. In the
football' games they worked as
a machine with Hair throwing
and Smith on the receiving end.

appeared to be weak in certail
Spots, but the team showed gooj
spiri and are expected to improve
steadily as the season continues.
Barry Ryan, a freshman front
Washington, D. C, showed
promise of being a great asset
to the Tigers this season. Ryan's alertness under the basket
and his deadly, accurate set
shots from the corner of th«
court* made Ryan one of the
stand-outs in the Georgia game.
Another stand-out in the GeoiJ
gia game was Marvin Robinsoij
"Robbie" netted a total of 11
points to cop high scoring honou
in the first game of the season.
The probable starting lin'et^
for the Clemson hardwood mei
Saturday night is as follows:
At the guard positions will bj
John Snee and Sonny Moorei
Marvin Robinson will be fttoni
of the forwards while the otha
starting forward position Will bj
between J. C. Hicks, Barry* RyaiJ
or Tommy McCullough>
At the Center position will
either Ron Richardson* o? Jol
McGraw. Both of the centi
have been fighting it put fof ti
starting berth at the pivot; felot.

Font's Camera
■ Shop
•'Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S, C.

"*H

f FRANCIS H. M..-NEW Jf
P. O. BOX 10&3

Associated Press All-Southern
Conference Offensive and Defensive Platoons:
Offensive Team
Ends—Robert Thomas, Washington and Lee, and Jack Lewis,
Wake Forest. Tackles — Bill
George, Wake Forest, and James
Lawrence, Duke. Guards—Robert
Ward, Maryland, and Sam Lupo,

Representing &

;G fir LOMBARD, Inc.
RIGGS
Textile Machinery ¥'
wm

HOW MANY TIMES A DAY

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
Lenox China
and
Many Other NationallyAdvertised Quality
Lines.

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406

Phone 740

IF YOU'RE AM AVERAGE SMOKER
THE RIGHT ANSWER IS OVER 200!
Ydi,!OO^imef every day] ;
your nose and throat* are j j
exposed to irritations*^
200 GOOD REASONS WHY j
YOU'RE BETTER OFF.SMOKING

•^'

>v+

PHILIP MORRIS!

+i,i«h«Hi«+

definitely lest irritating tharCanyother \
leading brand «^ PROVED by outstanding
± npse;anditbJoatjspecialistsif*^.

,*«■«*"

rac
EXTRA! ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS

IptfcvTfcverri
ITS
Loute/i Lou9

Fitf£*T

op- Ct£t*u» Koosi
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Every Tueiday ETening over NBC

THE PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
Presents an Outstanding College Student
Featured with Famoui Hollywood Stars
in the PHILIP MORRIS Intercollegiate Acting Competition

00-in.
CALL
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PHILIP MORRIS
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By Harold Owen
McFADDENMEN COP INITIAL CONTEST
Clemson's basketeers put their first game under their
belt as they rolled over the University of Georgia here Saturday night. The Tigers looked as though they had the
makings of a good team but as could be expected they were
a little keyed up ifi their first game and didn't play to the
best of their capabilities.
If Marvin Robinson continues to play as well as he
did Saturday, he should develop into the Tiger's main
cog. He's a good shot and an excellent rebound man.
' The Tigers play two games this week, one with Enka and
the other with Georgia, and if they cop these two, the McFaddenmen should be on the road to a successful season.
Center Ronnie Richardson is shown above as he scores for the
Tigers against the Georgia Bulldogs. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack
Trimmier.)

Shown above Is Marvin Robinson as he adds two more points for
the Tigers in last Saturday's game with Georgia. Robinson
scored, 19 points to cop scoring honors for the night. Also shown
in the picture is center Ron Richardson as he follows up after the
shot. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier).

TOO MUCH EMPHASIS ON FOOTBALL?
. In the December issue of the "Readers' Digest" was an article condensed from The Atlantic Monthly, written by Allan
Jackson, a former first string guard from Michigan. Jackson gives his own story why big-time football is not completely fair to the boys who play the game. '
At Michigan he said that he devoted 20 hours a week
during spring session and 28 hours during he fall term, not
including the time spent in watching movies of opponent's
teams, making trips and lying under the sun lamp.
To win was of the utmost importance. The whole
idea was summed up in the catch phrase, "When Michigan loses, someone has to pay." Fair pla yand sportsmanship were fine, but of secondary importance.
Since the gate receipts depend upon.the winning record
of a team, Michigan had to win the next game if they lost
one—"at the expense of next week's opponent."
Jackson found that college football players found trouble in getting jobs, and it was often better for a job applicant
to omit mention of gridiron record until after he has the job.
SMITH, HAIR ALL SOUTHERN
The Gator Bowl Tigers were well represented in this
year's pick of the cream of the Southern Conference with
both Billy Hair and Glenn Smith being named to positions
the mythical eleven. Hair was picked ,on the Associated
Press, United Press, and the Sports Writers team and Smith
on the UP and Sports Writers'.
The Associated Press must have suffered from a lapse
of memory or something not to pick Glenn. Solely from
Glenn's record as a passer receiver he would be almost impossible to overlook, not to mention his defensive play.
ODDS AND ENDS
The radio broadcast by WANS of the basketball game
Saturday was done remarkably well with all the action of
the game covered in vivid language . . . Judging from the
number of students who appear to be going to the Gator
Bowl this year, it looks like the stadium will be filled to
capacity and then some ... Coach Norman is finding it a bit

squad's outstanding diver, sprained his ankle. He will probably
not
be of much use to the team
named as co-captains of the when W. B. Kirkpatrick, the
swimming team in an election J. C. OcConnell, coach of the this year.'
S. S. Bed and D. White were team.
held recently, according to Prof.
The team suffered a great loss

Beer White Named Tankmen Captains

difficult to cut his freshmen«basketball squad down to a
workable number so far this year. There were 107 boys who
came out for the team for the first practice.

Two aquamen who have 1
looking good in practice ses:
thus far are R. L. Hawe^s, fr
man backstroker, and Bill Ta:
also a backstroker.

FOR CHRISTMAS

CAT CLOTHES"

Ilk

"Lay Them Away Now"
CLEMSON MEN ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

MAYFAIR GRILL
AIR CONDITIONED

ANDERSON, S. C.

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

• NEW STYLES
• SEE THEM ;
•WED., DEC. 12
AT Y. M. C. A.—ROOM 27
See Tommy Rosamond—8-123 for Details

ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN

ANDERSON, S. C.

Greenville, S. C

Next to Paris Theater

Be Happy- GO 2 LUCKY!
WCKIES TASTE BETTER •

"■■■

Clemson Quintet Beats
Bulldogs Second Time
Clemson defeated Georgia, 77 to action after being out with a
to 54, Wednesday night in Geor- sprained ankle and sank 12 points.
gia's first home basketball game
of the season.
When in Anderson
After a 5 to S deadlock in the
early part of the game, Clemson's
it's
Tigers pulled ahead and never
gave up the lead.
MURCHISON'S
Red McGee, sophomore Georgia
guard, led the individual scoring
for
with 15 points. He was followed
by Clemion's guard. "Sonny"
MEN'S WEAR
Moorer, with 14.
Anderson's Finest
John Snee, Clemson captain,
scored 18 points. Marvin Satterfield, Georgia forward, returned HART SCHAFFNER

Billy Hair (77) crosses the twenty-yard line as he cuts back to avoid enemy tacklers in last Saturday's 34-0 rout of Auborn. Billy netted 19 yards on this play as he was finally brought down on thafive-yard line, setting up the Tiger'p
second touchdown. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)
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It takes fine tobacco to give yjqj£a better-tasting
cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That's why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
Get a carton today!
STUDENTS! Let's go! We want your jingles! We're
ready and willing and eager to pay you $25 for every
jingle we use. Send as many jingles as you like to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

Just a little pot-luck,

And way you go!

and

HEAR
Charlie Boyd Doing
the Tiger Games

WSNW...AT1150
The Voice of Liberty

MARX CLOTHES
DOBB'S HATS
FREEMAN SHOES
VAN HEUSEN
SHIRTS

TT?

Home for Christmas

by GREYHOUND
— FREE —
A $5.50 meal ticket
given away free each
week... ask us.
Our Steaks Are
Delicious.

CLEMSON CAFETERIA
Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

Greenville, S. C.
80c
Spartanburg, S. C. _ $1.50
Charlotte, N. C.
$3.10
Columbia, S. C.
$3.10
Knoxville, Tenn
$4.45
Philadelphia, Pa
$12.90
Winston-Salem, N.C. $5.05
Richmond, Va.
$9.05
Atlanta, Ga
$2.90

Gainesville, Ga.
Sumter, S. C
Charleston, S. C
Florence, S. C
Augusta, Ga.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Anderson, S. C.
New York, N. Y
Seneca, S. C.

$1.75
$4.25
$6.00
$5.20
$3.20
$8.50
45c
$14.75
25c

CLEMSON BUS STATION
PHONE 5220
-■>■-,■.■ ,-**■*■»•■■ - t

C. C. DuBOSE
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MOVIE REVIEW

IT CAN'T BE DONE

Place In The Sun

By men who say, "It can't be
done."
The man who misses all the fun
Is he who says, "It can't be done."
In solemn pride he stands aloof
CLASSIFIED
And greets each venture with
reproof.
«
FOR RENT—Five room apartment
Had he the power he'd efface
in Clemson. Reasonable. Dr. C.
The history of the human race;
C. Horton, Pendleton, S. C, Phone
We'd have no radio or trolley
2101 or 2302.
car,
No streets lit by electric stars;
No telegraph nor telephone,
We'd linger in the age of stone.
25,000 Used
The world would sleep if things
were run

-

By Stan Kohn
in a corner of the plant and decides to award
the fellow with a desk job. He also invites
him over to the house for one of he family
brawls. George goes, meets Angela (Liz
Taylor) Vickers, confesses his love for her
(too), and then drops in on Alice later that
night. She's in tears and gives him the news
that he's to become a father.
As the movie progresses George gets
mushier with Angela and keeps putting
The movie was adapted from a play which : Alice off concerning her demands that he
was adapted from Theodore Drieser's "An marry her and semi-legalize the kid. In desAmerican Tragedy," and stars lookable Eliz- peration" she threatens to tell his family, the
abeth Taylor and nasal Shelley Winters. Eastmans, and Angela's family, the Vickers.
Montgomery Clift has the male high spot in This puts George on the spot and he begins
a movie which I won't hesitate to- label looking for an out. He picks her up, premises to marry her to keep her quiet, but gets
"tops."
a brief reprieve *when he finds they cannot
First thing you'll notice about the movie
get married because the license bureau is
is that Shelley Winters isn't the noisy,
closed for Labor Day.
sexy witch she used to be. Paramount
They decide to go to a lodge on a nearby
really toned her down for this show—her
lake to spend the night. On the way George
voice was even in the normal range. Then
completes the formation of a diabolical plot
if you'll tear your eyes away from Liz
to kilLAlice and the unborn bundle. He stalls
Taylor for a long enough time to realize
his car and uses the "out-of-gas" story, they
it, she, too, is acting grown up for the
rent a boat, and the murder scene begins.
first time on the screen. Specifically, this
George really wants to kill her, but chickens
time she acts like a professional actress
out.
rather than the producer's daughter.
Afraid and unable to go through with
George Stevens, the director, makes excelthe plan, George gets ready to row back to
lent use of music, which was scored by
the pier, but "Alice gets fidgety and stands
Franz Waxman. There is a definite feeling
up in the boat. Flip—and they're in the
of mood cast over the audience by the music,
water. She ^drowns and George gets
which aids the photographic effects imhauled in forjher murder. There's a courtmensely.
Prominent also was the emoroom scene alnd a verdict by the jury, but
tional effect cast by the photographers, who
that would be telling.
got so close at times that they were almost
;
Odd thing here is that George is being
wrapped up in one of the Taylor-Clift
prosecuted by an impressive DA. for the
clinches.
thought of murder rather than for the act.
Director-producer Stevens presents an inThe courtroom scene becomes a very
novation in photographic effects—the techthought-provoking scene that is climaxed by
nique of the slow fade-out that focuses ata
fiery re-enactment of the crime by the distention on the bright spot of one scene while
trict
attorney.
another bright spot is superimposed on the
I saw a movie the other night at the 'Y';
and it was a good movie—one that was used
as conversation for two or three days all over
the campus. Paramount's "A Place in the
Sun" was such a compelling movie that I'm
forced to say a few good things about it for
the benefit of some of you that might be
undecided as to whether to see it or not. If
I had it over to do again, I'd cut another
class just to see the movie.

screen.
Before I give you .a brief run-down of the
story I want to warn you about the ending.
It's a thriller: one of those endings that you'd
want to sit through twice to make sure there
hasn't been some mistake. And even then
you won't be sure, because Montgomery
Clift, the star, was even confused by it.
The movjje opens with Monty, playing
George Eastman, going to a rich uncle
for a job in one of his mills. The Eastman family gives George a polite snub
and files him away in a distant packaging
department. That's where Shelley comes
in. She's Alice Tripp and works in the
same department, but George isn't supposed to fraternize with the mill girls, so
he ignores her. Fate steps in, however,
and George bumps into her in a theater,
walks her home, confesses his love for her, ,
and is rewarded with a goodnight kiss.
The romance blossoms into other dates.
On a routine inspection of the mill, Uncle
Charlie Eastman finds George stuck away

1940 Cotton
(Continued from Page 4)
newspapers, which devoted more
space to the Cotton Bowl than to
any of the other post-season
games.
The famed Senior Platoon
announced that it would be unable to drill during halftime
festivities at the Sugar Bowl
and immediately made plans to
perform with the Clemson Band
at the Cotton Bowl. They intended to go to Dallas by bus
with several stop-offs scheduled
at various cities. Attached to
the rear of one of the buses
would be a "rolling kitchen"
which would provide food for
the entire journey.
Both elevens were handicapped
by the lack of sufficient scouting
reports on their opponents* Coach
Leahy admitted that he didn't
know much about Clemson, but
he praised the southern Tigers as
a tough opponent. A bulletin
came out of Boston on December
11 stating that Lou Montgomery,
the Eagles' star negro halfback,
would not be used against Clemson. The outstanding junior had
been sidelined for games with
Boston's other Southern opponents, Auburn and Florida. Coach

The movie is chock-full of symbolism.
There are so many ways in which the idea
of symbolism is offered in "A Place In The
Sun" that I can only bring forth a few
of the more noticeable ones. The name of
the movie itself is symbolic of a way of
life of the richer class of people, represented in the movie by Angela Vickers'
family. Obvious symbolism is the rope
that tripped George Eastman in the courtroom re-enactment of the crime, the continuous wailing of sirens throughout the
movie, comparison of the birds—the loon
at the lake and the canary in the prison
hall, the girl tossed overboard at the
Vickers' lake, and even the drowned-out
radio broadcast from a portable radio that
was flanked by two empty glasses, one
with a broken straw.
Too much praise isn't good for this movie.
It might get to the point that you'll expect
too much only to be cast down by the depressing parts of the film. "A Place in the
Sun:" don't miss it.

Leahy said that no hard feelings
had evolved, but that he was
merely following a tradition.
On the day before Christmas,
the Tiger team climbed aboard
special pullman cars at Calhoun
for the rail trip to Texas. They
were given a royal welcome in
Dallas and then settled down for
a' few days practice in Southern
Methodist's stadium.
Came the day of th'e big game,
and thousands of enthusiastic
fans were not disappointed in
their expectations of a, thrilling
and breath-taking affair as the
"Country Gentlemen" turned back
the "city slickers" of Boston by a
score of 6 to 3.
They saw Clemson, led by AllAmerican Bonnie Banks McFadden and sophomore "Tuffy" Timmons, overcome the superior
weight of the Eagles to push over
their touchdown in the latter part
of the second period. Boston College had previously tallied on a
field goal by substitute end Alex
Luckachik. After the scoring
fireworks in the second quarter,
the remainder of the game was a
punting duel between McFadden
and O'Rourke, until three minutes
before the end of the third quarter
when the Eagles drove to the
Clemson eight on running plays.
However, the Tiger forward wall

All Types — All Kinds — All Speeds
Operas

Hillbilly

—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

Next to ,
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

Race

Jive

RECORD PLAYERS

The annual Christmas caroling
sponsored by the Clemson Baptist
Student Union will be on Wednesday, December 12, at seven
p. m. Singing with the B. S. U.
will be 50 girls from Anderson
College and 35 from Furman.
There will be seven caroling
groups, covering seven parts of
the town. Leaders of the groups
are: Frank Abercrombie, Miles
Bruce, Jerry Dempsey, Gerald
Dempsey, HersheL- Flowers, Phi
Kesler, and Roy McCall. Bob
Froelich is general chairman of
the party.
Refreshments will be served after the caroling under the direction of the W. M. U. of the Baptist Church.
Bobby Anderson is in charge of

the committee to secure girls for
the event. Approximately 250 people are expected for the caroling.
Included in the group will be
Nancy Hart Miller, president of
the Furman B. S. U., and Dora
Hancock, president of the Anderson B. S. U.

See Eagle's Complete
TOYLAND
Lay Away Now For
Christmas

KEITH MUSIC COMPANY
Anderson, S. C.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

CLEMSON MEN

ANTIQUES
DOORS
PLUMBING

NOAH'S ARK

Anderson, S. C.

Abbeville, S. C.

HARRISON CLOTHIERS
Men's Suits, Slacks, Shirts, Shoes
and Sweaters

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 7-8

SENECA, S. C.

Lady From
Texas

THE COUNTRY MOUSE

with

t

Howard Duff - Mona Freeman

GIFT SHOP
Clemson House

LATE SHOW
Sat. - Box Office Open 10:30

The Big Gusher

118 W. Church St. - Phone 4042

Golden Girl

ANDERSON, S. C.

COLLEGE GRILL

CLEMSON
THEATRE

Eagle Furniture
Co, No. 2

Headquarters for 'Smart" Christmas
Shopping

Mon. and Tues., Dec. 10 - 11

For the Gals—
Costume Jewelry, Compacts, Evening Bags, Perfume

"The Biggest Entertainment
Gold Strike in Years"

Try Our...
Steaks
Seafood
Chicken
Short Orders

For the Men—

with
Mitzi Gaynor — Dennis Day
Flyin' so
Singin' so
high
swell

Fited Leather Cases, Tie Clasps, Cuff Links

For the Small Fry—

Dale Robertson - James Barton
Lovin' so
Shufflin'
sweet
along

Dolls, Toys, Books, Educational Games

And For Us All—

Wed., Thurs., Dec. 12-13

Texas Carnival

Home Christmas Decorations, Candles,

with

Decorative Imports,

Esther Williams - Red Skelton

Christmas Cards ... Candy

Howard Keel

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
SWISS GIANT PANSIES
.ENGLISH DAISIES
C. T.ODOM GREEN HOUSES
Rt. 3, Taylors, S. C.
—
Deliver at Rear Printshop
12:00—rl: 00 Wednesdays and Thursdays after holidays. '

■MJJUIL^J"

.

WHAPS SO DIFFERENT

ABOUT ENGLEWOOD, N. J.?
In convenient boxed collections
Designs by Grandma Moses, Norman Rockwell, Winston
Churchill and many oth-ers. Verses by Edgar Guest. These
are Christmas cards ef outstanding beauty and quality.)
$1.00 per box.

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
TOILET SETS

SHAVING KITS

AND

FREE RECORDS

134 N. Main Street

Glee Club., Concert
Band Will Present
Carols December 1

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

• •. with . • •

—also—

ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

Fi^een men were presented their membership shingles in Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity at the regular chapter meeting held on November 27. Those receiving the shingles were
(from left to risrht): L. S. McCormick, G. A. McKee, J. H. Creighton, R. G. Rion, K. T. Sn|ith, H. B.
Rawl, S. A. Rogers, J. H. Hendrix, V. G. Leforte, Jr., Karl Nelson, and G. J. Bishop. Absent
when the picture was made were Rembert Stokes, D. C. Olivet, and W. C. Hughes.

Your Clemson Headquarters Since 1908

Boogie

ANDERSON, S. C.

Sam's Luncheonette

Select Yours Early

Popular

116 North Main Street

Book Attic.
BOOKLOVERS'
PARADISE

EAT AT

Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE

DRAKE'S

RECORDS and ALBUMS
Classical

stiffened, and Boston, unable to
gain through the line, resorted to
passes. Two of O'Rouke's passes
in the end zone were batted down
by alert Tiger backs and Clemson
took the ball over on downs.
After McFadden's punt out of
danger, Boston tried a flurry of
desperate passes, but only one
. was completed, and the Bengals
held for downs again. The game
ended with Timmons hammering away at the line for Clemson.
The great victory was marred
by one loss, that of Coach Neely,
who resigned and took over the
reins at Rice Institute at Houston.
However, the Clemson Tigers, by
being the first South Carolina
team ever to receive a bowl invitation, brought national recognition to themselves as well as the
state and laid the foundations of a
football dynasty that has continued to the present, with the exception of the war years.

Books in Our

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
YOUR Clemson Headquarters Since 1908

In Englewood, the local telephone exchange looks pretty much
like thetelephone building in any other town.
And Englewood's telephones seem just the same as the twentyseven million other dial telephones in the country.
But there's a difference ...
You can pick up a telephone in Englewood and dial San Francisco
telephone numbers direct.'
In fact, you can dial any one of eleven million telephone numbers
in thirteen widely scattered areas from coast to coast.
That's what makes Englewood different - the new kind of Long
Distance telephone service on trial there by the Bell System.
Long Distance dialing is another.example of the Bell System's
constant search for ways to provide you with ever-better telephone
service.
BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

